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Turkey hands suspended jail sentences to three academics over
Kurdish letter: lawyers
ISTANBUL (Reuters) - A Turkish court sentenced three academics on Friday to suspended
prison terms on terrorism charges for signing a 2016 petition calling for an end to state violence
against Turkey’s Kurds, two lawyers in the case said.
The three from Istanbul University, who each received suspended jail sentences of 15 months,
were the first to be convicted of 148 academics now being prosecuted for signing the open
letter to the Turkish government.
The three were found guilty of using the media to spread terrorist propaganda.
The letter, entitled “We will not be a party to this crime!”, was published in January 2016 in
reaction to months of fighting between the state and the … Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK),
after a 2-1/2-year ceasefire broke down in 2015.
The government put large parts of the southeast under curfew and some largely Kurdish areas
were bombarded by heavy weapons.
Calling themselves “Academics for Peace”, the 1,128 signatories included Turkish scholars
and prominent overseas academics such as American linguist Noam Chomsky.
They said Turkey was condemning residents of towns in the southeast to hunger through the
use of curfews and also called for a solution to the conflict that included talks with the Kurdish
political movement…1

Turkish army takes villagers hostage, places mines around them
In Afrin, the invading Turkish army and their allied gangs took 4 villagers hostage, tied their
hands behind their backs and placed landmines around them.
The invasion attempt by the Turkish army and their allied gangs with Al Qaeda origins
continues on its 36th day. The Turkish army and their allied gangs continue to add new entries
to their list of atrocious images.
Last week footage from a village in Afrin had surfaced showing the usurpation of a tractor and
the execution of the owner. In new photographs the ANF has obtained, in Museka village in
Afrin, gangs are seen taking elderly villagers hostage and Turkish soldiers are seen tying the
villagers’ hands behind their backs.
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The photographs show 2 elderly women and 2 elderly men having their hands tied behind their
back in front of what looks like a convenience store and placing improvised explosive traps
around them.
The invading Turkish army and their allied gangs are seen attempting to frame YPG/YPJ
fighters for their own civilian massacres in this way.2

Yezidis in Afrin threatened with genocide by Turkey
AFRIN, Syrian Kurdistan (Kurdistan 24) – Members of the Yezidi (Ezidi) community in the
Kurdish-run northwest enclave of Afrin on Saturday said they are concerned about potential
mass killings against them by the Turkish army and their affiliated Syrian militants.
Pir Shammo, an Ezidi religious leader in Afrin, told Kurdistan 24 they fear the massacres they
had already experienced in the past would be repeated.
“Displacement is no longer our only fear. Many people have been forced to leave their
countries—this happens. Again, we are in fear of massacres and mass killings,” he said.
“In the 21st century, we thought there would be no more genocides and massacres against
certain nations, but in Afrin, history is repeating itself,” he added.
A cave in the Qibari village of Afrin countryside has been a temple for the Ezidis. The temple
was shelled last week by the Turkish army…3
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People across Kurdistan Region protest Turkish attacks on Afrin
ERBIL, Kurdistan Region – Kurdish people across several cities and districts poured into the
streets on Saturday to protest the continued Turkish military attacks on the Kurdish town of
Afrin in northern Syria, known to Kurds as Rojava.
The protests – largely organized by the Kurdish National Congress (KNK) under the banner of
‘The South is supporting the resonance of Afrin’ – took place in Erbil, Sulaimani, Raniya,
Koya and Kalar.
Groups from across society took part, including teachers, students, clerics, political activists
and party leaders, who called on the international community to speak out and help stop the
Turkish aggression.
In the Kurdistan Region’s capital Erbil, protesters reiterated their support for Afrin under the
banner of ‘Long live resistance, long live resistance’ in reference to the defense put up by the
Kurdish fighters of the People’s Protection Units (YPG) and pro-Kurdish Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) against the slow advance of Turkish forces and their Syrian proxies, which began
more than a month ago.
"The aim of this gathering is to all together, with one color and voice, support the resistance of
Afrin," said a woman organizer of the gathering in Erbil. "It has been a long time since we
were not able to show unity for the Kurdish cause anywhere."
They called on the international community, notably Europe, Russia and the US, to stop
Turkey's attacks on Afrin. "Only unity, unanimity, could bring success to us over the invaders
and the woes of our nation as we are surrounded by enemies," said one protester.
"They never showed mercy towards the Kurds. We have to show mercy to ourselves through
being united." "We have come here to deliver the message of national unity to Afrin," he said.
In Sulaimani, demonstrators wore clothing in the style of Rojava Kurds and played national
music. They called on the international community to stop the Turkish attacks…4

German politician accuses Czech Republic of being Turkey's
henchmen over Kurdish leader's arrest
ERBIL, Kurdistan Region (Kurdistan 24) – The deputy party leader of the German left party
Die Linke, Tobias Pflüger, condemned the weekend arrest of Syrian Kurdish leader Salih
Muslim by the Prague police at the behest of Turkey, charging Czech authorities of doing
Ankara’s dirty business.
“Obviously, the EU member Czech Republic has provided henchmen services for Turkey,”
Pflüger, a member of the German Bundestag, said…
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Another Die Linke deputy, Heike Hänsel, came forward in defense of the Kurdish leader whose
party’s armed wing People’s Protection Units (YPG), allied with the US-led International
Coalition, defeated the Islamic State (IS) on multiple fronts in Syria…
Hänsel said the Turkish leadership was abusing the International Criminal Police Organization,
Interpol, for the persecution of its critics.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Sunday said he hoped that Prague would extradite
Muslim, a Syrian citizen with a residence permit in Finland.
Hänsel said it was a “scandal” that opponents of Erdogan were being punished in the EU,
telling Berlin to work for the exclusion of Turkey from Interpol, a call similar to recent
arguments in favor of Ankara’s ouster from NATO.
Die Linke had earlier condemned Turkey’s ongoing invasion of the Afrin enclave in Syrian
Kurdistan, describing it as a war of aggression and crime.
“[Kurds] defeated the jihadist terror in Kobani and they freed the Syrian city of Raqqa from
the fundamentalist Caliphate. However, the Islamist autocrat Erdogan has not forgiven the
Kurdish people in Syria for their experiments with democratic self-administration or the grant
of equality to women,” a statement on the party’s website read.
“In his war speeches, Erdogan openly announced that he intends to expel all Kurds from Afrin
with around one million people living in the region. The Kurdish enclave of Afrin has not been
afflicted by war until now and gives shelter to hundreds of thousands of Syrian refugees,” the
party said last month.5

Turkish operation have killed 192 civilians in Afrin
Turkey’s invasion operation in Afrin killed 192 civilians since January 20, Afrin’s health
council official said.
In a press briefing on Monday, co-chair of Health Council Angela Resho said that 192 civilians
were killed and 574 were wounded in Afrin since the start of Turkey’s invasion operation on
January 20.
According to the information provided by Resho, 28 of the victims were children and 23 were
women. “Bodies of several martyrs are under the rubble. We are working hard to find the dead
bodies” she said.
The numbers don’t include five civilians killed by Turkish bombing in Jindires on Monday.6
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Erdogan says a little girl is ready for ‘martyrdom’
Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan exploited a little girl in military uniform and said that
she is ready for martyrdom.
In a speech in Maras province, Erdogan also said that the girl will be honored with the Turkish
flag if she were to be martyred.
The little girl in military uniform was invited to the podium during Erdogan’s speech. As she
cried Erdogan said: “You see we have maroon berets, too. But a maroon beret does not cry. A
special command, a colonel, a maroon beret… Wonderful! Her Turkish flag is in her pocket.
If she becomes a martyr, [her coffin] will be covered with a flag, God willing. She is ready for
everything, is not she?”

Since the speech, thousands of social media users shared Erdogan’s photo with the little girl
compared to the leader of Nazi Germany Adolf Hitler standing next to a child soldier.7

First statement from Muslim: Turkey couldn’t succeed
Former PYD co-chair Saleh Moslem said after his release in Czechia “They couldn’t succeed”,
referring to the Turkish state.
Former PYD (Democratic Union Party) Co-chair Saleh Muslim who had been taken into
custody in Prague this weekend on Turkey’s demand faced a judge today. The hearing was
held in the Prague Municipal Court and Muslim was released. Turkey’s accusations with no
legal base were not reciprocated by the court.
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In a first statement to Medya News TV, Muslim criticized the arrest warrant Turkey issued for
him. He said; “The arrest warrant for me was issued through judiciary before. I was referred to
court. There can be no such a thing. I am a citizen of another country. The court made its
decision on this basis and released me.”
Moslem thanked everyone that made efforts for his release, saying; “We are all one. They are
trying to silence us as we are having talks in Europe for Afrin. They couldn’t succeed though.
Europe has laws, principles and not everyone is under the Turkish state’s command. They
cannot silence the Kurdish people.”8

US says Afrin part of Syrian ceasefire
WASHINGTON DC, United States (Kurdistan 24) – State Department Spokesperson Heather
Nauert affirmed on Tuesday that the Kurdish enclave of Afrin falls within the scope of the
Syrian ceasefire that was unanimously approved by the UN Security Council on Saturday.
However, Nauert was unwilling to say that Turkey’s military offensive on Afrin—ongoing for
over a month—was a violation of Security Council Resolution 2401, although given what she
had just said—the ceasefire applies to “the entirety of Syria”—it certainly seemed to be.
Rather, responding to journalists’ questions, Nauert said only, “I would encourage Turkey to
go back and read this resolution.” Nauert then quoted a key part of the resolution, which
“demands that all parties cease hostilities without delay.”
The resolution identifies certain groups against which the call for a cessation of hostilities does
not apply. They are “the [Islamic State (IS)], al Qaida, and al Nusrah Front, and all other
individuals, groups, undertakings, and entities associated with al Qaida and [IS] and other terror
groups, as designated by the Security Council,” she read.
“I think the resolution was clear here in naming exactly which groups are considered to be
exempt from the ceasefire,” Nauert said. Turkey’s target in Syria—the People’s Protection
Units (YPG), the Kurdish force which has been America’s most effective partner in fighting
IS in Syria—is, thus, not named in the UN resolution as a group to which the ceasefire does
not apply. Yet Nauert declined to state outright that Turkey’s assault on the YPG in Afrin
violates the ceasefire resolution…9

The civilian residential areas bombed by the Turkish state
An ANF unit has reached the areas in Afrin’s Jindires district, where bombings continue with
the aid of scout planes, and documented the state inflicted destruction.
The invading Turkish army and their ISIS-Al Qaeda gangs launched an intense mortar attack
against the Jindirese district in Afrin. The attack continued for hours and the area was hit by
over a hundred Howitzer and mortar shells. The area was also continuously bombed by fighter
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jets. In these attacks accompanied by scout planes, civilian residences and buildings were
targeted. An ANF unit reached the bombed areas and documented the Turkish state inflicted
destruction.

In the footage the civilian residences targeted by the Turkish state are seen completely
destroyed and shops and cars are seen to be rendered completely unusable.
The bombing took place around the same time as the month-long ceasefire announced by the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) to ensure the arrival of “humanitarian aid” to all
areas in Syria including Afrin was just going into effect and is showcasing once again that
Turkey is violating international agreements and committing a crime.10

Turkish breakfast TV: Hate speech, death threats... and the
weather
ISTANBUL, Turkey – Plenty of tea was spluttered and breadcrumbs spat as the presenter of a
Turkish breakfast programme decided to launch a tirade on air and issue death threats to
residents of certain areas of Istanbul.
Viewers of the ultra-religious Akit station's "The Day Begins" programme watched as Ahmet
Keser seethed with anger at claims Turkey was harming civilians in Syria's Afrin region before stating that, should likeminded Turks wish, they would start with "traitors" in secular
areas of Istanbul - and even some members of parliament.
"Why would the military of the Turkish republic go there to kill civilians?" he said, adding: "If
we were to kill civilians we would start in Cihangir, Nisantasi, Etiler, there are so many
traitors."
He ended the tirade with a veiled threat to MPs: "There is the parliament."
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Keser also referred to the residents of Cihangir, Nisantasi and Etiler - considered westernised
areas of Istanbul - as "mercenaries"…11

Amnesty: Turkey indiscriminately shelling civilians in Afrin
The Turkish army is shelling civilians indiscriminately in Afrin, Amnesty International said.
In a report on Turkish invasion attack on Afrin, Amnesty International said that scores of
civilians were killed in result of Turkish shelling of the region.
Amnesty said on Wednesday that it had interviewed 15 people living in, or recently displaced
from, towns and villages in Afrin and Azaz.
According to Amnesty video analysis had corroborated their accounts of coming under
indiscriminate shellfire.
Sido, a resident of the village of Maabatli, described how a shell hit his neighbor's house on 25
January, killing five of the six people inside.
"The attack destroyed the house completely, killing the father, mother and three children
younger than 15. A fourth child... survived but is in critical condition," he was quoted as saying.
"There are no military headquarters next to the house… The closest frontline is 41km away at
the border."
Saed, a pharmacist at a psychiatric hospital in Azaz, told Amnesty he believed YPG fighters
were behind an attack on the medical facility on 18 January that reportedly killed one female
patient and injured 13 others.
In addition, a number of missiles and mortar rounds have fallen in residential areas within
Turkey, killing at least seven civilians.12

Turkey criticizes US, France calls for UN ceasefire in Afrin
ERBIL, Kurdistan Region (Kurdistan 24) – The Ankara government on Wednesday rejected
calls from Washington and Paris to abide by a UN Security Council ceasefire resolution and
halt its offensive on the enclave of Afrin in Syrian Kurdistan.
In a lengthy, strong-worded statement on the Foreign Ministry’s website, Spokesperson Hamit
Aksoy said the US suggestion for his country to reread the resolution was “was completely
groundless.”
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US State Department Spokesperson Heather Nauert had affirmed on Tuesday that Afrin, where
Turkish attacks have killed scores of civilians, fell within the scope of the 30-day Syrian truce
approved over the weekend.
“I would encourage Turkey to go back and read this resolution,” she said regarding earlier
refusals from top Turkish government officials.
“[Nauert] either fails to grasp the focus of the resolution or intends to distort it,” the Turkish
ministry said, alleging the UN act only covered rebel-held areas such as the Eastern Ghouta
suburb in Damascus that is suffering from intensive regime airstrikes…13
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